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Hi, Pamela:
I was going to let the non-accusation accusation slide on by, but of course I can't.
However, my viewpoint has changed as the day progressed.
I prefer open and honest candor. Thus, if you are wondering if we are trying to be coy on a
topic or issue, I would much rather hear about it so it can be addressed than have you
think it, but say nothing. So... thanks for mentioning it.
If you think greater detail on public feedback is important, then it is important to us.
Inserting additional comments should be easy enough to do, although there simply isn't
much to work with, as you will see below.
Regarding additional public comments from the pre-Annual Meeting call for comments,
and/or the Annual Meeting discussions, my email system eliminates my messages at 30
days, thus I have scanned and attached some items that I had printed and saved. What I
recall, or found in my notes is summarized below.
APM rough draft public input - Public Feedback: You flagged the comments from Ted
LeVin and Scott Pap in the email trail below. You also have Lisa David's and Craig
Roberts' comments.
.
MFA Annual meeting - general discussion: You would think that I could just review
the minutes of the meeting to refresh my memory. You would be thinking
incorrectly. Bill Peck sent them to me for review and board approval. I've been so
busy lately that I didn't get around to reviewing (or saving) them and my 30 day
email window deleted them. Bill will be sending me another copy in the next day, or
so. Other than an few "clarifying questions", the biggest issue I recall was just
confusion over whether the 200 page document was our "action plan", or just our
"options for possible action", which we clarified as the latter. One member of the
audience was particularly apprehensive about "draw-down plans". His neighbor
encountered significant expense as a result of the 2013 drawdown and this will lead
to anxiety towards future drawdowns. We explained that there isn't any current
formal plan for another drawdown, but that such an action might be needed and that
all aspects would be throughly reviewed and publicized for discussions prior to
implementation. We also reiterated our plan to seek input from our MFA members as
to specific issues via a "Constant Contact survey" this summer.
.
Charles Chesney - MFA member and former Board Member of the Cranberry
Lake/Flowage Association: Charles attended the June 13th Annual Meeting. His
primary interest is the Cranberry Flowage aspect of our plans and efforts because his
property is on the Cranberry Flowage. He was quite complimentary of our efforts.
He has high hopes that we will bring better EWM control to that body of water and
would like to see us include Cranberry Lake property owners, too. His email is
referencing the DASH & APM demonstrations.
.

Other Cranberry Lake/Flowage contacts: Steve Schieffer, Larry Carlson, Bob Fritzke,
Ellen Codner, and Brad White had varying degrees of contact with me regarding the
APM Plan and the DASH & APM demonstration. I get the distinct impression that
they all hope for MFA support in controlling EWM, but are not willing to lead the
additional effort. However, the communications thus far are a great start on a long
path.
.
Delon Schroetter - MFA member: He attended the June 13th Annual Meeting and was
complimentary to our efforts on behalf of Minong property owners. His email was
initiated from the DASH & APM demonstrations occurring at that time. He asked me
to stop by his dock and verify if his aquatic plans were EWM. They were not EWM.
.
Harlan Johnson - MFA member: His message is complimentary to our over-all efforts.
.
Jeff Wilcox - MFA member: His interest is in identifying hazards on the lake, but I
believe it was generated by our improved communications efforts regarding the
Annual Meeting, APM plan and the DASH & APM demonstration.
.
Greg Frederick - Likely new Minong Flowage property owner: His email conversation
with Dave Blumer is attached, but he also called me for additional details about the
lake. We spent about 45 minutes on the phone on ~~ July 1st. As you can see in
the email, he specifically used the APM plan in his property purchase research. I had
a similar discussion with another fellow a couple months ago. He hadn't seen the
APM plan rough draft yet, but I directed him to it, and he sounded like the type who
would go right to it.
.
Karen Turnquist - MFA member: I don't have any documents from her, but I know
her well and noticed that she went out of her way after the Annual Meeting to meet
Dave Blumer. She had read the entire APM document (she is technical by nature and
training) and wanted to compliment Dave for his thorough document. She, too, was
confused about "whether the 200 page document was our "action plan", or just our
"options for possible action", which was clarified during the meeting. I think using
the word "Plan" in the title of the document is misleading to the casual reader.
Well, that's all I've got. I trust there is a few usable nuggets up there. I leave it up to Dave
to add the revisions to the main document.
Best regards,
Dan Maxwell
Minong Flowage Assoc. - President
612/817-8257 cell

From: "Pamela J Toshner - DNR" <Pamela.Toshner@wisconsin.gov>
To: "dan maxwell" <dan.maxwell@comcast.net>
Cc: "David Blumer (dblumerleaps@gmail.com)" <dblumerleaps@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 8:56:04 AM
Subject: FW: Public feedback to Newsletter.
Here are the comments I saw early on. Sorry to say this in an email, but the omission of these
comments from the Plan is a red flag to me. I’m not going to accuse anyone of purposeful omission,
but please be sure to reflect ALL the public comments in the Plan – for everyone’s sake. Nothing
gets constituents more upset than being ignored.

Thanks!
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.

Pamela Toshner
Phone: (715) 635-4073 Desk (715) 795-0102 Mobile
pamela.toshner@wi.gov
From: Dan Maxwell [mailto:dan.maxwell@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 11:37 AM
To: Toshner, Pamela J - DNR
Cc: MFA - Blumer, Dave; MFA - Johnson, Steve; Sundeen, Mark R - DNR
Subject: Public feedback to Newsletter.
Greetings to Pamela and all:
An email I just sent to our board last Saturday is directly below. Under that is the two
comments we got back from our Newsletter broadcast, which covered about 300 property
owners. I asked for comments no later than this coming Friday, so maybe a few will trickle
in, but I'm not holding my breath.
See ya on Wednesday.
Dan

Email to MFA board sent on April 11th
Greetings,
For those who are wondering, our Newsletter went out in various forms around April 1st.
Constant Contact to the majority of MFA members and non-member property owners
for which we have email addresses
Snail-mailed paper copies to MFA members and non-member property owners who
don't have email addresses in our system
Emailed to a few Cranberry Flowage and Cranberry Lake folks and Minong Town Lakes
members.
Snail-mailed to about 60 Cranberry Flowage folks via addresses gleaned from a
property owner database (thanks, Bob!).
We got two responses almost immediately from Scott Pap & Ted LeVin. I have gotten no
other feedback since.

Reminder: Our next Board meeting is 1 week from today. I hope to issue an
agenda tomorrow, or Monday.
It should be an interesting meeting. We have a Stakeholders meeting this Wednesday that
should bring our APM plan's loose ends to fruition.
Best regards,

